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BEWITCHING DEMONS

Notice that the Galatians that were Christians were "BEWITCHED.”
Nelson's Bible Dictionary defines [to]
"bewitch" as follows: BEWITCH to
hypnotize, charm, charm or cast an evil
spell. To be "bewitched" therefore is to be
under the influence or power of an evil
spirit.1
SO, DID AMERICA SEND HER YOUNG
SONS AND DAUGHTERS TO FIGHT FOR
OCCULTIC ELITE FANATICAL MEN IN
SEARCH OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN?

Deluded cabalist men and women are
frantically working to open the
Wormhole … Gate of Eden to bring in
the New World Order and the drive of the
Illuminati elite for a reconstructed
"paradise" or kingdom on planet earth.

540px-Paradiso_Canto_31.j

But even if there is this magical holy place
called Eden, it's a shame that the creator of
the universe allows all manner of sinful people to run hog wild over the whole
country and selfishly destroy anything. But at least they can't destroy the real, true
Eden.
I think there'll come a time where we will move to these existing alternate
realities/dimensions, and finally live in Eden.
Abraham Lincoln Warns:
At what point shall we expect the approach of danger? By what means shall we
fortify against it? Shall we expect some transatlantic military giant, to step the
Ocean, and crush us at a blow? Never!
All the armies of Europe, Asia and Africa combined, with all the treasure of the
earth in their military chest; with a Bonaparte for a commander, could not by force,
take a drink from the Ohio, or make a track on the Blue Ridge, in a trial of a
thousand years.
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At what point then is the approach of danger to be expected? I answer, if it ever
reach us, it must spring up amongst us. It cannot come from abroad. If destruction
be our lot, we must ourselves be its author and finisher. As a nation of freemen, we
must live through all time, or die by suicide.
Abraham Lincoln
January 27, 1838
HUSSEIN AND BUSH LOOKING WERE FOR A STARGATE
It may be argued that the Bush administration and the Hussein Regime are both in
a race against time to gain access and control of the Stargate in the ruins of Uruk or
some other location in Iraq, before the prophesied return of the Anunnaki. 2
At the moment, a stalemate exists. Hussein controls the ground in Southern Iraq,
and is permitting the German led excavations in Uruk, while the US led coalition
controls the sky and is monitoring the situation.

The primary evidentiary support for the above discussion is¦ From a conventional
perspective, a scattered assortment of independent archeological authors, radical
exegetical interpretations of biblical texts, the writings of 'channels' of ET
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knowledge, speculative papers from
astronomers hardly constitute a persuasive
source of information for understanding the
motivations of US foreign policy. 3
The prevailing explanations of a Bush
administration as either devoted to
eradicating Weapons of Mass Destruction,
and/or being driven by oil interests and
imperial ambitions would predictably
prevail for those unconvinced by the above
sources.
EXOPOLITICAL PERSPECTIVE
There is however some important circumstantial evidence which lends plausibility
to the Henry thesis of a Stargate as the true focus of the Bush administration or at
least key interest groups behind it. The first piece of circumstantial evidence, are
the overwhelming whistleblower testimonies confirming the existence of
clandestine government organizations responsible for suppressing public
knowledge of an ET presence, and which controls all official interaction with ET
races. (40) From an exopolitical perspective, then, the clandestine suppression of a
contemporary ET presence supports the conclusion that there is also an active
clandestine suppression of an ancient ET presence which also has significant
public policy implications. 4
Eden's location remains the subject of controversy and speculation among some Christians.
There are hypotheses that locate Eden at the headwaters of the Tigris and Euphrates (northern
Mesopotamia), in Iraq (Mesopotamia),
I have heard there's this Garden of Eden stargate/portal in Iraq, which is about 85 miles sthwest
of Al Kut in Iraq. I believe this has some truth to it because an Earth Star junction point is in this
neighborhood, where six lines meet. The attached map shows you this area 85 mi. SW of Al
Kut. The link to make these nifty maps is below. Feel free to make maps of the Middle East for
your own favorite location. 5
In case anyone out there tries to look up these "IMAM" places, remember that they're not
spelled like that at Google. You'd be better off leaving out the IMAM part, and just searching
'SUWAYLAH' combined with 'TOMB' to get better results.
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Try these amazing links!
Pick "Regional Middle East Interactive Map Application 3" here:
Middle East map resources
Try this excellent interactive map viewer with
multiple layers! USA shows first, but other
countries are in there.
http://dms2.gtri.gatech.edu/web/webClient.html
But even if there is this magical holy place
called Eden, it's a shame that the creator of the
universe allows all manner of sinful people to
run hog-wild over the whole country and
selfishly destroy anything. But at least they
can't destroy the real, true Eden.
I think there'll come a time where we will move
to these existing alternate realities/dimensions,
and finally live in Eden. 6

Demonically captured, cabalist men have a secret agenda. They are
frantically in a race to find and open the Star Gate of Eden to gain eternal
life and ascending into their godhood. They rule over an invisible empire and
are very religious. They are members the upper echelon of power and each
one wants to ascend to the position of Antichrist.
They all promote globalist ideas and believe their minds will mystically,
magically bring their messiah to his throne. Driven by demonic powers, they
seek for the Tree of Life in the Garden of Eden believing to live forever. We
see these men as being imperfect human beings and they see us as cattle that
should be slaughtered and want to kill more than 5 billion people! The say
they can rebuild the Garden of Eden, “Paradise on Earth,” and can manage
five hundred million people on earth. This new world will be supported by
the mystery of Babylon that worships the gods and goddesses.
Daniel 8:23-25 "And in the latter time ... when the transgressors have come to
the full, a king of fierce countenance, and understanding dark sentences, shall
stand up. And his power shall be mighty but not by his own power. And he
shall destroy wonderfully; and shall prosper, and practice, and shall destroy
the mighty and the holy people. And through- his policy also he shall cause
craft to prosper in his hand; and he shall magnify himself in his heart, and by
http://www.patholliday.com
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peace shall destroy many. he shall also stand up against the Prince of princes;
but he shall be broken.... "
Dark sentences … Isaiah 45:19 “I have not spoken in secret, in a dark place of
the earth; ….; I, the LORD, speak righteousness, I declare things that are
right."
Isaiah 48:16 “Come near to Me, hear this: I have not spoken in secret from the beginning;"

Bohemian Grove, a secluded campground in California's Sonoma County,
is the site of an annual two-week gathering of a highly select, all-male club, whose
members have included every Republican president since Calvin Coolidge.
Current participants include George Bush, Henry Kissinger, James Baker and
David Rockefeller -- a virtual who's who of the most powerful men in business
and government in the world.
They are reinventing the world through reality that is constantly being
shaped by magic and ritual. Nothing is real like it seems, even the President and
our political leaders are mere actors on a stage—nothing more than Virtual
Reality Cyber-Mannequins. "The Secret;" Orwellian double-speak in everyday
language; the Illuminati’s goal of "shifting" or "reinventing" the world; using
Illuminist, magical code-words and worship of the god of the forces.

PRESIDENT OBAMA AND BOHEMIAN GROVE
Friday, July 11, 2008
Outgoing President George W. Bush and both
of his presumptive replacements John
McCain and Barack Obama are rumored to be
in attendance at this year’s Bohemian Grove
gathering, an annual get-together of the
global elite staged inside a sprawling forest
encampment which kicks off tonight and runs
until July 27.
Bohemian Grove is a 136-year-old all-male
encampment complete with restaurants,
bars, stages and lodges, which cater to
around 2,000 members of the global elite
along with Californian hoi polloi on a yearly basis in July. The camp is set within a 2,700
acre secluded forest replete with giant redwood trees.
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Former attendees include Ronald Reagan and Richard Nixon, who both went on
to become President, as well as regulars like Henry Kissinger, Alan Greenspan,
David Rockefeller, Colin Powell and his father.
In 2000 radio host and film maker Alex Jones infiltrated the gathering and caught
exclusive video footage of a bizarre mock human sacrifice ritual, known as “the
cremation of care”, under a 40 foot stone owl that the members refer to as Molech.
Attendees dress up like Klan members in hooded robes and perform druidic pagan
ceremonies to mark the spectacular finale of the event.
In 2004, The New York Post reported that top gay porn star Chad Savage was
hired by the Grove to “service” its members during the event and “attend to their
every need”.7
Alex Jones boldly tells the story....
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_PAqT2JZOw
KINGDOM SEEKERS ~ Not Jesus Seekers
God never taught us to seek a kingdom on this earth that is calling all
religions to come into religious unity. So many in the Christian Church have
become cold and lukewarm and they have given their minds over to forms of
Better Homes and Garden and Disney World Christianity and lifestyles that are
just seeking after material things and emotional experiences. Jesus is rarely
preached, (Rom. 10:17), “So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the
word of God.”
Christians should be looking for the return of Jesus Christ. They must be
willing to meet him as sold out Believers. While seducing spirits are unleashed by
Satan to draw the world to his Antichrist he is also working diligently to deceive
Church people. In (1 Cor. 10:20-21) we read, “But I say, that the things which
the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils, and not to God; and I would not
that ye should have fellowship with devils. Ye cannot drink the „cup of the
Lord‟ (Communion cup) and the „cup of devils‟; ye cannot be partakers of
the „Lord‟s table‟ and of the tables of devils (Demons).”
We must avoid the proclamation of the “doctrines of devils” (I Tim. 4:1),
and the teaching of “Damnable Heresies” (2 Pet. 2:1). The worldwide false
revival of “Christian idols or Christian stars,” are being guided by demons and
http://www.patholliday.com
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one of the “Signs of the Times.” It should be a warning to every true child of God
of the approaching end of the Age.
"Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall
depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils,"
(1 Tim. 4:1).
And so there you have it. Well known Christians are following in the
footsteps of the most famous Satanists in the world ~ Crowley‟s Magical
Portal that produced a mystical being by opening the Star Gate.
Will you follow these soul snatchers & soul scalpers? Todd Bentley, Bob
Jones, Paul Cain and Peter Wagner‟s apostles, NAR and prophets are called
the “New Breed,” sometimes referred to as “Joel‟s Army. They want
disconnect you from the real Jesus of the Bible and link you to the Awakened
Supernatural Beings they are calling angels. They tell us that these angels are
from the divine realm, existing from a place called the Third Heaven. They
want to take you through occultist‟s eye called the Star gate that wizards and
sorceries have long sought called “Star gate of the gods.” Their witchcraft
experiences will teach you about the powerful new “electrical energies”
bathing your spirits with the anointing of the Ascended Masters powers of the
New Age. I do not endorse these star gate films… Just for your education
only.
These spirits are very strong and powerful. Get away from their false
gOD CALLED "IT" and false leaders. Satan's counterfeit will resemble a
band of wild Indians and tribal warriors dancing shouting battle cries AND
POWERFUL DEMONIC MANIFESTATIONS.
DON'T GO THROUGH THE STAR GATE PORTAL TO THE THIRD
HEAVEN. . . . A new powerful newsletter concerning how the New Age
"Cosmic Christ and Walk Ins," fit into Opening the Star Gates to the Third
Heavens. Here: http://www.scribd.com/doc/3387029/Todd-Bentley-CosmicChrist-Walk-Ins-Opening-Star-Gates-by-Prayer
Keep under the Blood of Jesus! Pray, bind the New Age Demons that
are shown to verify the exposure of these Christian leaders.
Ex 13:17, “And it came to pass, when Pharaoh had let the people go,
that God led them not through the way of the land of the Philistines, although
http://www.patholliday.com
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that was near; for God said, Lest peradventure the people repent when they
see war, and they return to Egypt:”

Are you listening to preaching that consists of stories about the minister, his
or her family experiences, or you giving to them so that you can get some money
to increase your depleted bank account?
Many of these preachers are living sumptuously like kings and queens in
multi-million dollar homes while you sit overwhelmed by debt. I’m telling you,
that you are NOT listening to the real gospel. Repent for seeking after God the
Father as a sugar daddy instead of the God that sent His Divine Son Jesus to save
you from your sins to give you eternal life. Rededicate your life to Jesus and ask
Him where you can go to receive the true Gospel.
The Bible warns, “And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that
good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God,” (Rom. 12:2).
NEW AGE MOVEMENT
The new age movement is the most deceptive and damaging philosophy
around today. It is entwined not only in witchcraft and Satanism but it is prevalent
in all denominations of what the world calls Christianity. The belief systems are
deeply rooted in Eastern Mysticism and the Occult. Followers are told “you are a
god,” to awaken their God consciousness thru Transcendental Meditation, Yoga,
Hypnosis, visualization etc. What most people do not understand is this is the same
thing Satan said in the Garden of Eden to Eve. "You will be as Gods" (Gen. 3:4,
5). No one is a god but Jesus Christ. To accept yourself as a god puts you on the
list of those going to hell. Big ole fat Buddha was demon possessed. Hinduism,
Taoism and all the eastern philosophies are a result of demons talking to those who
would allow them to. Faith comes by hearing the Word of God, not through
meditative practices, rituals and methods. "Take heed therefore that the light
which is in thee be not darkness," (Lk. 11:35).8
God desires a people who will trust Him and His Word. When men cast aside
God's laws, they do what is right in their own eyes. Despite how ungodly the
world becomes, His people will see His deliverance! People’s will for rebellion
will continue until his demonic leaders bring the world to the brink of utter
destruction. We, Christians may have to spend time in God's waiting room, having
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faith in Jesus, abiding, and contending with the wiles of Satan till the day of
deliverance, but it will surely come. The Bible tells us so.
SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST
The spirit of the Antichrist has
been in and at work in the world since
the Resurrection of Christ. Its main
purpose is to work to defame, destroy
the purity, power and purpose of
Jesus Christ. According to Jesus
Christ Himself, Satan works through
his ministers of darkness, the wolves
in sheep's clothing!
There are many "wolves in
sheep's clothing" these days whose
chief purpose is to defame the name
of Jesus Christ. They work to lead
people to doubt the Bible and depart
from the true mission of the Church.
Return of the Anunnaki
They use philosophy of men,
mysticism, liberal cults, atheism and agnosticism to nullify and discredit the
teaching of the Word of God. They work diligently to get rid of Bible Doctrine.
These so-called "Christians,” by questioning the authority of the scriptures and the
claims of the Savior are great signs of the eminent return of Jesus Christ!
The new world religion is here. You can follow any religion that you want
and the Devil will answer. You can worship any false god, including yourself
and it will be fine as long as you don‟t say Jesus Christ is the only way back to
God.
STARGATE IN IRAQ?
Though this older article relates to Hussein, remember that the Triangle of Death is
still being protected by the very battle hardened and well equipped Republican
Guard.
The U.S. has virtually abandoned Full deployment in these areas, alternatively
using special Ops and British Black Sheep squads.
http://www.patholliday.com
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The High U.S. and British Casualties in this area only reflect a deeply entrenched
Defensive offensive design. Something more than the expendable soldiers and
civilians is being protected here!
The New Offensive is from Uruk up to the Triangle of death, south of Bagdad.
Many Historical Sumerian artifacts are located in these areas.
http://www.exopolitics.org/Study-Paper2.htm
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This piece of circumstantial evidence is the resumption of excavations of the first
capital of Sumer, Uruk, by a German archeological team in 2002. Given the
prominence of Uruk and its likelihood as the site for a Sumerian Stargate, then
resumption of excavations raises questions over why they were resumed at this
time and what is being sought. Given that political tensions in Iraq had not
significantly diminished in 2002 with it being a likely source of future military
conflict with the US, it can be suggested that there are powerful hidden
motivations for what on the surface appears to be a purely scientific dig of an
ancient Sumerian capital.
When all the primary and circumstantial evidence is put together, what emerges is
a very plausible case that supports Henry's thesis of a power struggle that goes to
the heart of the ET presence and the continued clandestine suppression of ET
related information and its full implications. The interpretations of the motivations
of the Bush administration in launching preemptive war on Iraq in terms of the
concerns raised in Bush's 2003 State of the Union address, or the corporate and
imperial interests suggested by his critics such as Robert Fisk and Michael Lind,
can all be described as part of the surface layer of motivations driving the Bush
administration. At a deeper level, it is likely that there is great anxiety by
clandestine government organizations in terms of what would happen if Hussein,
with the support of the German and other European governments, gained access to
the Sumerian Stargate or other ET technology buried in Uruk, or if the Stargate
were to somehow reactivate without clandestine government personnel present to
monitor and control the Stargate.
President Bush's State of the Union address outlining the need for a preemptive
attack on Iraq, in most likelihood masks a hidden agenda to gain access to the
Stargate or other ET technology in Uruk and elsewhere in Iraq. Such access would
presumably perpetuate clandestine government control over global resources and
http://www.patholliday.com
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information at a time of increased ET activity and influence. 10
Conclusion: Policy Implications and Recommendations
If the exopolitical perspective is a more accurate description of the motivations
driving the Bush administration in pushing for a preemptive war on Iraq, then the
following policy recommendations can be made. (43) First, the quality of evidence
substantiating an historic ET presence and clandestine government cover up has a
significant degree of credibility and persuasiveness. This supports the creation a
new field of public policy, exopolitics, which would study the historic ET presence
in terms of its implications for contemporary public policy evidence suggests that
the present military preparations for a war against Iraq have little to do with
weapons of mass destruction, but are designed to perpetuate US clandestine
government control of information concerning the historic and present ET
presence. Such a preemptive war should therefore be stopped and a resolution
between the US, Iraq and interested European governments should be
encouraged.11
The evidence suggests that the Iraq conflict and the destruction of the Columbia
Space Shuttle mask a deep factional struggle between clandestine governments
organizations associated with different national governments that were initially
created to deal with the ET presence. It is recommended that there is public
disclosure of these organizations and their efforts in monitoring and responding to
the ET presence, and that these organizations become accountable to elected public
officials.
The final policy recommendation is that there needs to be more effort in
determining the extent to which congressional and legislative oversight is required
for organizations created in different countries to deal with all aspects of the ET
presence, both past and present, and on the implications of a projected return of a
race of ETs associated with the birth of human civilization.
This paper suggests that the best mechanism for responding to the existence of
ancient ET technology in the ancient Sumerian capital of Uruk and/or elsewhere is
a willingness by major world governments and associated clandestine
organizations to share information and control over these ET assets. A preemptive
war conducted largely for the control of a 'Stargate' in Uruk which pits the US and
its allies, against an Iraq which is tacitly supported by key European nations, could
be calamitous if indeed the 'prophesied return' signified an actual physical event
http://www.patholliday.com
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involving the ancient ET race that played a role in the start of human civilization.
Competing clandestine government organizations struggling through a proxy war
over the control of ancient ET technology in order to prepare for those events
corresponding to the 'prophesied return of the gods', would hardly send the best
example of a mature humanity responsible enough to continue to exercise
sovereignty over the Earth's resources. The Columbia Space Shuttle may well have
been a high profile victim of such a proxy war intended to send a message to US
based clandestine organizations over the preemptive war against Iraq. .Human
sovereignty may therefore be at stake at the very time where there exists an
opportunity for a rapid movement forward in the evolutionary growth of human
consciousness. It is up to all humanity to decide how we respond to the challenge
posed by clandestine organizations struggling over Iraq's historic resources to
further their respective secret agendas. 12

SUMERIAN STARGATE
It may be argued that the Bush administration and
the Hussein Regime are both in a race against time
to gain access and control of the Stargate in the
ruins of Uruk or some other location in Iraq, before
the prophesied return of the Anunnaki. At the
moment, a stalemate exists. 13
Hussein controls the ground in Southern Iraq, and
is permitting the German led excavations in Uruk,
while the US led coalition controls the sky and is
monitoring the situation. The Bush administration
wants control of Iraq territory to take control of
excavations of Uruk to uncover its buried Stargate,
and closely monitor and control it. In contrast,
Hussein wants to find and activate the Stargate for
his greater glory and presumably the benefit of humanity.
The secret doctrine of
Masonic and occult
philosophies teaches
that their Messiah-King
(Lucifer) shall come
from Sirius, the dog
star.

The primary evidentiary support for the above discussion is admittedly thin for
conventional public policy experts and may sound better suited to a fictional
thriller than serious public debate.
http://www.patholliday.com
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From a conventional perspective, a scattered assortment of independent
archeological authors, radical exegetical interpretations of biblical texts, the
writings of 'channels' of ET knowledge, speculative papers from astronomers
hardly constitute a persuasive source of information for understanding the
motivations of US foreign policy. The prevailing explanations of a Bush
administration as either devoted to eradicating Weapons of Mass Destruction,
and/or being driven by oil interests and imperial ambitions would predictably
prevail for those unconvinced by the above sources.14

SADDAM OR STARGATE?
WHAT IS TASK FORCE 20's MAIN OBJECTIVE?
"Imagine this scenario. The U.S.
government obtains intelligence that
hidden somewhere in central Iraq is an
actual stargate, placed there by the
Anunnaki 'gods' of ancient Sumeria... In
this scenario, when Nibiru (the alleged
"twelfth planet"--J.T.) is closest to Earth,
the Anunnaki " will "take the opportunity
to travel to Earth through that same
stargate and will set up their encampment
in Iraq."

"With time running out, President Bush
invades Iraq. American scientists raid the
(Iraqi national) museum and close the stargate, thus frustrating the grandiose
ambitions of the self-styled reincarnation of Nebuchadnezzar, Saddam Hussein,
and making the world safe for the New World Order."

"Is this the sequel to the movie Stargate? Is it a new episode of the TV series? Is it
a new Star Trek movie? No, it is none of these. According to Dr. Michael Salla, it
is probably exactly what happened!"

"Dr. Salla, an Australian national, obtained his M.A. in philosophy from the
http://www.patholliday.com
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University of Melbourne and then his doctorate (Ph.D.) in Government from the
University of Queensland in 1993. After spending two years as an Associate at the
Centre for Middle Eastern and Central Asian Studies in Australia, he joined the
faculty of the Department of Political Science at Australian National University in
Canberra as a lecturer. In 1996, he came to the U.S. and gained an academic
appointment at the School of International Service at American University in
Washington, D.C. where he remained until 2001."

"Dr. Salla's Iraq stargate theory is expounded in a paper written for publication."
"He believes that the U.S., Russia,
Germany and France have been aware
that the Anunnaki left behind some
very high-tech apparatus, and possibly
weaponry, when they abandoned the
Earth around 1,700 B.C., and that
Saddam Hussein had been getting
assistance from Russian, German and
French archaeological teams for years
in an attempt to unravel, and perhaps
reverse-engineer, this apparatus, which
Salla claims is probably far in advance
SEEKING ANUNNAKI GODS
of any technology we might have
obtained from the Grays from Zeta
Reticuli" and which is supposedly warehoused at Area 51 in Nevada.
Some in the Middle East's UFO community theorize that Task Force 20, which
has been conducting commando raids north of Baghdad in recent weeks, is
looking for this stargate in addition to elusive former dictator Saddam Hussein.
"The ruins of the ancient Sumerian city of Ur are in a desolate corner of
southern Iraq. Settlements at the site began so long ago that the city is
mentioned in the Old Testament. The temple tower, known as the Ziggarat,
has quietly witnessed at least 4,000 years of history. Many hot baking suns
and cool evening moons have lingered upon its dusty brick walls." Source
During more recent times, jet engines have disturbed the silence of the desert.
The area is now home to the men and women of the 407th Air Expeditionary
Group at Ali Base near Nasariyah. Enduring the isolation and the 120-degree
http://www.patholliday.com
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temperatures, soldiers and airmen maintain a fully functioning airport in the
middle of nowhere. Source
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH
Revelation 17:5-6, “And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY,
BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND
ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. 6
And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the
blood of the martyrs of
Jesus: and when I saw
her, I wondered with
great admiration,”
This religion is a blood
sucking religion that
kills Christians. It will
also serve the gods of
Babylon. Welcome to the
New Age.
PLANET OF DEATH
AND STARGATES OF
THE NEW AGE
They want you to be
converted into become a
new
style
Cosmic
Christian but you must
interchange your biblical
MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT
Jesus Christ and His
Deity with a NEW AGE
CHRIST. But you learn
to open your own personal Star Gate. The apostle John was given in
phenomenal vision a glimpse of the end of the age. (Rev. 1:10), called the "Day
of the Lord" During this "day of the Lord's wrath," (Zeph. 1:18), God will
punish humanity for their proud, sinful ways and their refusal to acknowledge
Him as the true God. In Revelation 9:11, an intriguing character is
introduced: “And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the
http://www.patholliday.com
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bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the
Greek tongue hath his name
Apollyon,” (Rev. 9:1-11).
Amos 9:6b: "He calls for the
waters of the sea and pours them
out on the land. The Lord is his
name."

http://www.patholliday.com/ebooks.php

Psalm 104:34: "He makes the
clouds his chariot and rides on the
wings of the wind. He makes
winds his messengers, and flames
of fire his servants."

In Luke 11:20 Jesus said, "If I with the finger of God cast out devils, no doubt the
kingdom of God is come upon you." Jesus combined personal authority with the
heavenly kind--showing that one cannot be had without the other--yet illustrated
that whereas kingdom power can be manifest on earth, it is not of earth; it comes
down from above”
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"And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped
the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? Who is able to make war with him? If any
man has an ear, let him hear. He that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity..."
(Revelation 13: 4, 9, 10)

"All the days of my appointed time will I wait." Job 14:14 .
A little stay on earth will make heaven more heavenly. Nothing makes rest so
sweet as toil; nothing renders security so pleasant as exposure to alarms. The
bitter quassia cups of earth will give a relish to the new wine which sparkles
in the golden bowls of glory. Our battered armour and scarred countenances
will render more illustrious our victory above, when we are welcomed to the
seats of those who have overcome the world. We should not have full
fellowship with Christ if we did not for awhile sojourn below, for He was
baptized with a baptism of suffering among men, and we must be baptized

Where's that Garden of Eden/Stargate in Iraq?

GARDEN OF EDEN SITE
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with the same if we would share his kingdom.
Fellowship with Christ is so honorable that the sorest sorrow is a light price
by which to procure it. Another reason for our lingering here is for the good of
others. We would not wish to enter heaven till our work is done, and it may be
that we are yet ordained to minister light to souls benighted in the wilderness
of sin. Our prolonged stay here is doubtless for God's glory. A tried saint, like
a well-cut diamond, glitters much in the King's crown. Nothing reflects so
much honor on a workman as a protracted and severe trial of his work, and its
triumphant endurance of the ordeal without giving way in any part.
We are God's workmanship, in whom He will be glorified by our afflictions. It
is for the honour of Jesus that we endure the trial of our faith with sacred joy.
Let each man surrender his own longings to the glory of Jesus, and feel, "If
my lying in the dust would elevate my Lord by so much as an inch, let me still
lie among the pots of earth. If to live on earth for ever would make my Lord
more glorious, it should be my heaven to be shut out of heaven." Our time is
fixed and settled by eternal decree. Let us not be anxious about it, but wait
with patience till the gates of pearl shall open. 15
John 3:16-19 “For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life. 17 For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn
the world; but that the world through him might be saved. 18 He that
believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is
condemned already, because he hath not believed in the name of the only
begotten Son of God. 19 And this is the condemnation, that light is come
into the world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because their
deeds were evil.”

Sleep on Church, Jesus is coming soon.

Pat Holliday
9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804
Jacksonville, Florida 32257
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Tim Rifat - Obama, The Rothschild's Chosen Pharaoh Part 1 of 4 "There is scarcely a king
(or would-be-king) in a hundred who would not, if he could, follow the example of
Pharaoh—get first all the...
"There is scarcely a king (or would-be-king) in a hundred who would not, if he could, follow
the example of Pharaoh—get first all the peoples money, then all their lands, and then
make them and all their children slaves forever."

You and I, however, can know what is coming and prepare. The Word of God provides the way.
My videos merely reflect the magnificence of God's prophetic Word while exposing the
Adversary's foul plan, a plan foretold long ago:

Clones from old Egypt...Obama...Michael Jackson...50
cent...illuminati past life conspiracy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzaKCoNIO4M&feature=related
Pharaoh part 1 of 4
1

Obama: The Chosen P...
tealcbratac2009

11:00
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2

Obama The Chosen Ph...
tealcbratac2009

11:00

3

Obama The Chosen Ph...
tealcbratac2009

11:00

4

Obama The Chosen Ph...
tealcbratac2009

8:26

Thomas Jefferson
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What is the significance of the mysterious pyramids, obelisks, and other Egyptian
architecture and monuments rising across America? Will Barack Obama become
America's first "Pharaoh?" Could the intuitively intelligent Senator from Illinois be
destined to become the second coming of Osiris, the Egyptian Sun God? It was
Osiris, the ancients believed, whose spirit was reincarnated in the person of the
Pharaoh. Honored as the Lord of the Underworld, the divine Osiris is the very
same deity depicted on America's one-dollar bill—as the All-Seeing-Eye in the
capstone hovering over the Novus Ordo Seclorum pyramid.
Obama is "The One"
Commentators have noted the stunning messianic tone to Barack Obama's
presidential campaign. His followers reverently speak of Obama as "The One;"
they print impressive eye-catching posters of their candidate's handsome face,
glowing, surrounded by radiant sun rays. They boast of Obama's extraordinary
oratory skills and point to his uncanny ability to inspire the masses.
In all these things and more, the countenance and leadership qualities of Barack
Obama seem to be amazingly reminiscent of those attributed to Egypt's ages-old
Sun god. Egypt, of course, is situated geographically in north Africa. Obama's
roots, meanwhile, can be traced to three continents. His birth to a white mother was
in America; he was raised as a boy in Indonesia, in Asia; but his biological father,
a black man, came from Kenya, in Africa.
Tut in Common?
Obama & Osiris: Fascinating Parallels
The Egyptian deity Osiris was usually depicted as black, but sometimes, in his
guise as god of agriculture and vegetation, as green in color. Obama is
ideologically a doctrinaire environmentalist and is portrayed by Democrats as the
ecologically correct "Green" candidate.
Osiris had many titles, including "The Great Word." He was said to be endowed
with "the creative power of speech." Likewise, Obama's creative power of speech
has enabled him to draw huge, cheering crowds of 75,000 in Portland, Oregon, and
some 200,000 in Berlin, Germany.
http://www.patholliday.com
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Osiris was proclaimed to be the "World Teacher," a great, traveling teacher-god
who "civilized the world." Barack Obama's recent travels to Israel and to Europe
were, indeed, remarkable. In Berlin, he declared, "This is our moment...This is our
time." We have it in our power, he assured the masses watching on television
around the globe, to "remake the world."
Osiris was deemed to be a "living god," for his spirit entered into the body and soul
of the living Pharaoh, leader of the people. As a man-god, the Pharaoh taught the
people the proper form of worship. He consolidated and unified the diverse
religious sects of Egypt and established himself as the incarnation of Osiris, "God
above the gods."
It perhaps deserves noting that in his Berlin "New World Order" speech, Senator
Obama spoke of the necessity of uniting the three major world religions—
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam.
Osiris required sacrifice of the people and made slaves of millions. Barack Obama,
in his speeches, has warned, "sacrifice will be required."
Osiris united all races and ethnic groups. Obama, in his Berlin address, urged that
the barriers between ethnic groups, tribes, and races be dissolved. Immigrants, he
said, must be welcomed by all nation-states. Obama also announced that he
considers himself a citizen not only of the United States, but "a citizen of the
world."
Tut's Sarcophagus Michelle Obama
Osiris was a god of peace but also of war. Obama has called for uniting the nations
of Europe side-by-side with the United States in a perpetuation of the ongoing
bogus "War on Terror." Far from being a peace-maker, in Berlin, Obama made a
clarion call for intensification of global conflict, with the pretense of this being a
holy war against the remnants of the dreaded Osama Bin Laden and his rag-tag
band of fanatical Moslem separatists and zealots.
Obama, then, portrays himself as a type of priest for the whole world and all its
populace. Like the ancient Pharaohs, whom he emulates, he is the One who
http://www.patholliday.com
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promises to bring peace, prosperity, and plenty—new life—to the land. But, at the
same time, he threatens his rebellious enemies with ruthless and imminent military
destruction. Osiris, after all, was known as the "Avenger."
Category: Education
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Dear Father, I repent and ask Jesus to forgive me of all my sins. Come and live in my heart and
be my personal Savior. I renounce all the powers of Satan and ask You to fill me with Your Holy
Spirit.”
Thank You in Jesus’ name.
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